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Let {Zi; i ~ N} be a strictly stationary real valued time series. We predict ZN+~ from {Z~,... Z~} 
by a robust nonparametric method. The predictor is defined by the kernel method and constructed 
as a functional M-estimate connected with the conditional aw of Zp+~ on Z~, . . . ,  Zp, when 
{Zi, i e N} is Markovian of order p. Strong uniform convergence rates of this estimate are given 
together with some new results concerning robust regression kernel estimates from a sequence of 
R p × R valued, identically distributed and ~-mixing random pairs {(X, Y~); i = 1, . . . ,  n}. As a 
special case we obtain strong uniform convergence rates for estimators of the regression curve 
E( YI[X 1 =. ) and of the density of the law of X1. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {Zi; i e N} be a strictly stationary, real-valued process and let p be a positive 
integer. The autoregression function r*:R~-, R is defined through 
r*(')=E(Z,+ll(z,_p+,,...,Z,)=.), i>>-p. 
The Nadaraya-Watson method [16, 30] for estimating r*(- ) from {Z~; i = 1, . . . ,  N} 
has been studied by a number of authors. Watson [30] applied the kernel estimator 
r*(x)= K((x-X~)/h,,)Y~  K((x-X~)/h,,), (1.1) 
i= l  i 1 
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with bandwidth h, > 0, kernel K and 
n=N-p ,  X,=(Z,...,Z,+p_O, Yi=Zi+p, i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
to some time series data. Pointwise asymptotic properties of the above kernel estimate 
have been investigated in [24, 2, 20, 21, 7, 31]. A recursive version of (1.1) was 
discussed in [17, 19]. Strong uniform convergence of r* on a compact of R p was 
derived in [5, 6], leading to the strong convergence of the kernel predictor of Zn+l 
from {Zt , . . . ,  Z~} (when Z~ is valued in a compact) in the following sense 
r*(Z~_p+,,...,Z,,)-E(Zn+tlZ~_p+,,...,Z,,) "*~..oo0 w.p. 1. (1.2) 
We here consider amore general nonparametric estimator r~ (.)  which is implicitly 
defined as a zero with respect o (w.rX.) t of 
n 
t-* ~ K((x-X~)/h,,)d/x(Y~-t) (1.3) 
i=1  
where Ox is a bounded function for all x, satisfying some regularity conditions to 
be stated below. We denote by r(x) a zero w.r.t, t of 
t ~ E(d/x( Y l -  t)lXl = x). 
In the special case of a process {Zn; n ~ N} which is markovian of order p, with 
Ox = ~, Vx ~ R p, we can associate a loss function p(u) = ~-oo O(s) ds. The equality 
E(O(ZN+,-- t ) lZ1 , . . . ,  ZN) = E(~(ZN+,- t) [ZN-p+,, • • •, ZN) 
then shows that the real random variable r (ZN-p+b.. . ,  ZN) is the best predictor 
of ZN+ 1 from {Z~,. . . ,  ZN} with respect o the loss p. 
We prove that r~ is uniformly convergent to r in some compact set and compute 
rates for this convergence under mild conditions on the process {Zn; n ~ N}. The 
results will be stated in a more general setting for a process {(X, Y3; i ~ N}, including 
the case of i.i.d, random pairs. The main application concerns the problem of 
prediction for a Markov process (considered after the statement of our Theorem 2) 
and leads to a result in the spirit of (1.2). 
The estimator , enjoys some robustness properties. The Nadaraya-Watson esti- 
mate r*(. ) defined in (1.1) can be viewed as a least squares estimator, since r*(. ) 
is a solution to 
n 
Y~ K((x-X,)/hn)(Y~-t)2=min ifK>~0. 
i~ l  t~R 
Evidently, r*(x) is a weighted average of the {Y~: i= 1 , . . . ,  n} and is therefore 
highly sensitive to occasionally occuring large fluctuations in the data which entails 
a high variation of the predictor *. The choice of a family of bounded functions 
Ox in (1.3) guarantees bounded influence and suggests more stable prediction 
properties. The unbounded influence function Ox(u) -ffi u, x ~ R p, u ~ R reproduces 
the classical Nadaraya-Watson estimator *(x). Robustness properties of r,,(x) in 
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the case of independent pairs {(X~, Y~); i = 1, . . . ,  n} along with pointwise asymptotic 
properties are discussed in [28, 21, 10]. In the case of independent (X~, Y~) observa- 
tions uniform convergence rates for r*(. ) were derived in [15, 29] and more recently, 
for r,(x), in [11]. It will be discussed below how our results apply to the case of 
independent (X~, Y~). 
2. Results 
Let {(Xi, Y~); i ~ N} be a strictly stationary process valued in (R p x R, ~R® ~R) 
and uniformly strongly mixing, i.e. (see [1]) 
there exists a sequence {~b~; i e N} of positive numbers, tending to zero, such 
that for every integer k> 0, IP(Ac~ B) -  P(A)P(B)I <~ rpkP(A) for all integers 
n>0 and all cr((X~,YO,. . . , (X~,Y,))-measurable s ts A and all 
cr((X~+k, Y,+k),-..)-measurable s ts B. 
The kernel K :R p ~ R is a symmetric (i.e. K(u) = K( -u ) ,  u ~ R p) bounded function, 
satisfying 
uK(u)-*O as lul-~, f K(u) du= 1 
and, in addition, is submitted to the following Lipschitz condition: 
~T>0,  ck<oo: IK(u)-K(v)l<~cdu-vl • Vu, v~R p. 
The sequence {hn; n ~ N) is such that 
hn-~_.~0, nh~-,~_.~oo, h,>0,  Vn~N.  
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The functions ~Ox are assumed to satisfy the following conditions, involving the 
density f of the marginal aw of X and the regression function r (we set X = X1 
and Y= YI) 
for all x, ~x:R-~R is uniformly bounded, strictly monotone, continuously 
differentiable with 
O~x(U) 
~ c~,, c, independent of x and u, (2.3) 
and for all x ~ R p, r(x) is the unique zero with respect to of 
t-* H(x, t)= E( g/x(y- t ) l x  = x)f(x), (2.4) 
the density of f being uniformly bounded on R p. 
The strict monotony of gr~, for all x in R p, is assumed here to simplify the proofs. 
The proofs generalize to the case of functions ~x that are piecewise differentiable 
with monotonicity at the origin. Analogous arguments as in classical robust theory 
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would apply, but would introduce additional complications. The family of g,- 
functions is indexed by x, in order to allow for general M-estimates. The situation 
that one has in mind is ~x(" )= O(./o-(x)), where tr(x) is a measure of spread for 
the conditional distribution of (Y Ix  = x) .  It is also worth noting that the above 
condition on ~bx, x e R p, could be simplified by introduction of symmetry conditions 
(Huber [ 12, Chapter 4, p. 95], "Symmetry is an invectistic assumption"). In this case 
r = r* and r.(x) provides a robust estimate of the conditional mean r*(x). 
In the following condition it is assumed that there is an increasing sequence 
{mn; n e N} of positive integers uch that 
:lA<oo: ncl, m./mn<<.A, l<~m,,<~n, Vn~N. (2.5) 
We first present auniform convergence r sult for the estimator !",, r. (x) being defined 
for all x in R p as a zero with respect o t of the function (1.3). The existence and 
unicity of r.(x) are a consequence of the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. We suppose that the kernel K is positive, the density f is strictly positive 
on a compact C of R p and that the uniform equicontinuity condition Ve > 0 =lot > O: 
sup sup I E (q ,x (Y - r (x ) - t ]X=u) f (u ) -H(x , r (x )+t ) l<~e (2.6) 
x~C u:l"-xl~,~ 
is satisfied for all fixed t. I f  
nh~/(mn Log n) -->,,-,oo~ 
then i', (x) exists and is unique w.p. 1. for all x in C and sufficiently large n, and we have 
sup Ir.(x)- r(x)[ ">n-.oo 0 w.p. 1. 
xEC , 
We now make precise the rate of this uniform convergence, and only assume the 
condition (2.2) for the sequence {h,; n eN}. 
Theorem 2. Let C be a compact set in R p and G be a compact neighborhood of 0 in 
R. We suppose that K is positive and that 
inf inf E(O ' (Y - r (x ) - t lX=x) f (x )>~Co>O (2.7) 
teG x~C 
and 
sup sup sup 
teG xeC ueR n 
02E(,/,x( v -  r(x_) -- t ) I x  = u)f(u)[  
C1 < 00. 
O2U I 
I f  the sequence {h,,; n ~N} is such that 
O,,=(m,, Log n/(nhP,)) ~/2 
satisf ies O. "> n-,o~ 0 and  
::lB>0, B<oo: Onlh]<~B, VneN,  
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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then we have 
o-~lsuplrn(x)-r(x) l=o(1) w.p. 1. 
x~C 
In the following applications of Theorem 2 we discuss the choice of {m.; n ~ R} 
(see (2.5) for various applications. 
Prediction for a Markov or a m-dependent process 
The principal application of our result concerns the problem of time series analysis 
and prediction in the markovian case .'hat we mentioned in the introduction. If the 
process {Z,; n s N} is markovian of order p, then the associated process {Xn = 
(Zn , . . . ,  Z,,+p-1), Yn =Zn+p; n~N} is also markovian (of order 1). If in addition 
Doeblin's condition (see [9, page209], and also the Lp-norm condition in 
[23, page 206]) is fulfilled this markovian process is geometrically ~b-mixing (i.e. 
3a~]0 ,  oo[ and :: l f l~]O,l[:tkm<-afl",m~N) so that one can choose m,,= 
c Log n(c >-1/Log/3)  in (2.5). This choice leads to the rate 
0,, = Log n/(nh~) ~/2 
in (2.11), so that for such a Doeblin markovian process {Z,; n ~ N} the robust 
predictor ~(Z,_p+~,.. . ,  Z,) of ZN+~ satisfies 
0 =~[ rN(ZN-p+~, ••., Z~¢) - E (ZN+I ]Z~,. . . ,  ZN ) ] lt<zN_p+ , ..... z,,,)~c~ =O( 1 ) 
w.p. 1. 
If {Z,; n e N} is a m-dependent time series we can choose m, = 1 + m in (2.5) so 
that 
0,, = (Log n~ ( nh~) ,/2 
is the rate of strong uniform consistency of rn. It is interesting to note that the 
~-mixing condition is rather restrictive when we consider Gaussian autoregressive 
processes: a stationary Gaussian process is ~-mixing if and only if it is m-dependent 
(see [13, Theorem 17.3.2]). It seems therefore reasonable to direct future research 
in the nonparametric analysis of time series towards weaker mixing conditions uch 
as the strong mixing condition. 
The case of independent {(Xi, Y/)}i"--, 
If we consider the problem of the robust estimation of r from a sequence of i.i.d. 
random pairs (Xi, Y~), i = 1 , . . . ,  n, we can see that our Theorem 2 extends the results 
of [11] who consider the robust estimate rn but work under different assumptions 
on r. Theorem 2 also generalizes the results of [15] who obtain the rate (2.11) but 
only deal with the case p = 1 and the classical Nadaraya-Watson estimate r*, which 
will be considered in our following Theorem 3. We note here that the undermentioned 
works involve proof techniques using strong approximations ofthe empirical process, 
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leading to the restriction (besides independence) p = 1 (see also [24] who give a 
limit law of a uniform norm associated with r*). However let us note that [15] 
considered the case of a r.r.v. Y which is not necessarily bounded; an extension of 
our results to the case of unbounded Y is possible by a suitable truncation technique 
(see [25]). Our condition nh~NLog n -->~_~ oo cannot be improved upon since it 
can be shown [3, 4] that it is a necessary and sufficient condition for the uniform 
almost sure convergence (but also in probability) on a compact set of R p, see [8] 
for similar results on the pointwise convergence. 
Lastly we give a theorem concerning the estimate r* defined by (1.1) and the 
classical [18, 22] density estimate 
n 
f,,(x)=(nh~) -1 ~, K( (x -X i ) /h , , ) ,  Vx~R p, 
i=1 
which also plays an important role in the analysis of the time series {Z~; n e N}. 
These last results extend the results of [26] on f ,  and of [15] on r* to the case of 
~b-mixing random pairs (Xi, Y~), i = 1 , . . . ,  n and to the case p ~> 1. A related result 
in density estimation is shown in [27]. 
Theorem 3. I f  the sequence {hn; n~N} is such that 
=lA>0, C<oo: O=lh~<-..C, VneN,  
holds, then we have, for all compact C, 
o= 1 suplf.(x)-Ef (x)l=o(1) w.p. 1 
x¢C 
and, if Y is bounded, 
0= 1 sup I r~  (x) - Er*(x)f,,(x)l = 0(1) 
x¢C 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
w.p. 1. (2.14) 
I f  in addition the second derivative o f f  [resp of r*(. )f(. )] is uniformly bounded on 
an e-neighborhood f C and the above assumption on hn is satisfied for A = 2, then 
0=' sup IA(x)-f(x)l=o(1) w.p. 1, (2.15) 
x¢C 
and, if f is bounded below on C by a strictly positive number, 
0= 1 sup I r*(x)-r*(x) l=O(1) w.p. 1. (2.16) 
x¢C 
It is interesting to note that all convergence results we presented here are not 
holding "w.p. 1." but in fact hold "almost complete" (see [5]). 
3. Proof. 
The proofs involve mainly an extension of the Bernstein inequality to ~k-mixing 
real random variables (Lemma I of [5]), an argument using the Lipsehitz condition 
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on K 
Define 
N 
and methods introduced in [10] for the M-estimation of regression curves. 
H.(x. t) = ~, a,(x)@x( Y~ - t) (3.1) 
where 
Define 
n 
R,,(x, t ) -  ER,,(x, t)= ~, Ai 
i=1  
,4, = '1( E ,  x, t )a , (x ) -  El,7( E, x, t )a, (x)] .  
d = n-'h-P2AT//~, 
/3 = (8~) - ' ,  
8= n-121~l~J ", 
B = 6/3~2/~j~r ' , 
D= n-2h-O2~12~,  
Proof. Write 
i=1  
where as a shorthand, 
~,(x) = a. , (x)  = ( nh'.)-' K ( (x - X , ) /  h.), 
so that r.(x) satisfies 
H,(x, r ,(x))  = 0. (3.2) 
3.1. Preliminary lemmas 
We shall use the following positive constants 
F= sup f (x ) ,  /~ = sup K(x)  and £ = f IK(u)l du. 
XER p XER p J 
and we shall omit the index n of h, from now on. 
Lemma 1. Let 
n 
R.(x, t)= Y~ ai(x),~(Y.x, t), V(x, t)eRP=R (3.3) 
/=1  
where ~1 is a measurable function defined on R × R p × R satisfying 
7/(Y, x, t) ~ M <oo, V(x, t)~RP ×R, (3.4) 
then there exist B > 0, no ~ N: 
Ve e (0, B) ¥n e N, n >I no, 
sup sup P{]R,,(x, t) - ER,,(x, t)] >I e} ~ a e -be2nhp"/m.. (3.5) 
x¢C tcR  
where no, a and b are positive constants, which depend only on'J~4, F, K and the sequence 
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and note that, with (3.4), 
It/( Y~, x, t)cr,(x)l<-d/2, 
Elrl(Y~,x , t)r,,(x)I<~(n-~JV1)'(Kh-P)'-~FK, I= 1,2. 
The choice a = eflnM/m, me{l , . . . ,  n} satisfies condition (4.5) of Lemma 1 of 
[5] and this gives 
P{IR'(x, t ) -  ER,(x, t)[~ > e} <~ Cm e -'(e'm)nhp/m (3.6) 
m 
where, ~m=~=ld~,m~N,  t (e ,m)=e2f l [1-B(m- l+16dpm/m)]  and Cm= 
2 e 3"~en~"/m do not depend on x or t. There exists m~ such that 
B(1/m+16~m/m)<~½ fo rm~m~.  
Put m = m" = max{m', m~} in (3.6), then (3.5) follows with a = 2 e 3'~'/';e, A as in (2.5) 
and b = (/3/2) in f ,{m./m'}.  
Lemma 2. I f  the sequence {0,; n ~ N} defined by (2.9) satisfies (2.12), then there exists 
an Co> 0 such that 
sup E P{O-~X sup IR.( x, t ) -  ER~(x, t)l> eo} <<- O< oo, (3.7) 
tcR  n=l  x~C 
where D is a constant which depends only on IV1, F, Co, K, C and {~b~; n ~1~}. 
Proof. The proof follows closely Lemma 3 in [5], we therefore omit it. 
Lemma 3. Put rl(y , x, t) = ~bx(y - r(x) - t) with d/x as in (2.3) and assume (2.12), 
then for any compact G c R there exists eo > 0 such that 
oo 
E P{O;' supsup ]R'(x, t)-ER,,(x, t)l>>-eo}<~O<oo, 
"=1 t~G x~C 
where D is a constant depending only on 1(d, F, eo, K, C, G and {6,.; n ~ N}. 
Proof. We consider without loss of generality only the case G = [-0.5, 0.5]. Divide 
G into M disjoint subintervals, each of length M -l, define ti= 
(i - 1) /M + 1/(2M) - 0.5 and put Un (x, t) = Rn (x, t) - ER,, (x, t). For each t e G, if 
tk denotes the nearest neighbor of t in {t~;j = 1 , . . . ,  M}, we have 
]U,(x, t ) l - lU , (x ,  tk)+ (J'(x, t)] (3.8) 
with 
] U'(x, t)[~ IU'(x, tk)l + I O'(x, t)l, 
The condition (2.3) implies 
n 
[Rn(x. t)- R.(x. tk)[~ C,]t-- tk] ~ ~(x)~ C~g/(Mh p) 
i== I 
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because of the definitions of tk and ai(x), so that we have 
Oi 1 sup sup I U, (u, t)[ <~ 2C,/¢ / (0,,Mh p) 
x~C t~G 
and therefore from (3.8) 
Oi 1 sup sup IUn(x, t)l <~ 2C, ff£/(OnMhP)+ W, 
xEC t~G 
W~ = Oi 1 max sup lUg(x, tk)l. 
k=l , . . . ,M  x~C 
The trivial inequality 
with 
M 
P(Wn>e)<~ , 
k=l  
P( O: 1 sup Iun(x, t )l> 
x~C 
and an argument as in Lemma 3 of [5] shows that there is a constant fll 
P(W,,>e)<~fllMn -3, VneN, n>nl. 
Now, if we choose M = n we obtain 
oO 
X P(W~>e)<oo 
and, from (3.9), 
Oi 1 sup sup lUg(x, t)l~2C,/(m~ Log n(nhP)l/2)+ W~ 
x~C t~G 
so that, since nh p -'>,,-~oo , the result (3.8) is proved. 
Lemma 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 we have, for all fixed real t, 
sup IEH.(x, r(x)+ t ) -  H(x, r(x)+ t)l->.-,oo 0 
x~C 
and under the assumptions of Theorem 2 we have 
0:1 sup sup ]EH~(x, r(x)+ t ) -H(x,  r(x)+ t)[ = O(1). 
x~C tcG 
Proof. The equidistribution of the couples (Xi, Y~) implies 
EH,,(x, r(x) + t) = h-~l E ( EXOx( Y -  r(x)-  t) )K ( (x -  X) /  hn) 
so that we have, since ~ K(u) du = 1, 
EHn(x, r (x)+t) -H(x,  r(x)+t)=h-f  
J 
(3.9) 
{E(#,x(g- r (x) -  t ) Ix  = u)f(u) 
- H(x, r(x)+ t)}K ((x-u)h-~ l) du. 
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A slight modification of Bochner's Theorem used in [18] gives immediately the first 
part of the lemma from the condition (2.6). 
A Taylor expansion of the function 
u-> E(d / , , (Y - r (x ) - t ) lX=u) f (u )  
up to the order two, the symmetry of K (implying ~ uK (u) du = 0) and the condition 
(2.8) give 
c,f IE(H, , (x , r (x)+t) -H(x,r (x)+t) l~h~--  ~ u2K(u) du 
uniformly for x in C and t in G. The condition (2.10) implies immediately the 
second part of the lemma. 
3.2. Proof of theorems 
We first remark that H~(. , - )  defined by (3.1) satisfies 
nn(x, r(x)+ t )= Rn(x, t) 
where Rn(' ," ) is defined by (3.3) for the choice of 77 given in the Lemma 3. The 
Lemma 2 and the first part of the Lemma 4 imply that under the condition of 
Theorem 1 we have 
sup Inn(x, r(x)+ t ) -n (x ,  r(x)+ t)[->,,~o~0 w.p. 1. (3.10) 
x~C 
for all fixed real t. 
The Lemma 3 and the second part of the Lemma 4 show that under the conditions 
of Theorem 2 (note that (2.10) implies (2.12), with it ~> 2) show that 
O-~lsupsuplH~(x,r(x)+t)-n(x,r(x)+t)J=O(1) w.p. 1. (3.11) 
x~C t~G 
Proof of Theorem 1. We use a classical approach for proving consistency of M- 
estimates (see [12]): this technique is extended here to the uniform consistency 
case. Fix e > 0. The strict monotony of Ox and positivity of f on C imply 
Vx ~ C H(x, r(x) + e) < 0 < H(x, r(x) - e). 
The result (3.10) entails, for all sufficiently large n, 
H,(x , r (x )+e)<O<H,(x , r (x ) -e )  w.p. 1 Vx~ C 
and therefore 
Vx~ C r (x ) -  e < rn(x) < r(x) + e w.p.  1 
because of (3.2) and the positivity of K. This last result can also be written as in 
the conclusion of Theorem 1. 
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Lastly we show the existence and the unicity of r, (x) defined by (3.2): the positivity 
of K and the strict monotony of ~x imply the unicity of r,(x) when 
3to~R: H.(x,r(x)+to)#O; 
then, since r(x) is supposed to be the unique zero with respect o t of (2.4) 
3to~R: H(x,r(x)+to)#O, 
so that the result of (3.10) implies that the above condition on/4.  is satisfied w.p. 1. 
for all x in C and sufficiently large n. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The definitions (2.4) of r and (3.2) of r. show that for all x ~ R p 
we have 
H(x, r(x)) = H(x, r.(x))+ H(x, r.(x))-H.(x, r.(x)) = 0 
so that a Taylor expansion of H(x, • ) leads to 
(r .(x)-  r(x))E(q,'( Y -  st.(x)) IX = x)f(x)= H.(x, r.(x))- H(x, r.(x)) 
(3.12) 
where g.(x) is between r(x) and r.(x). The result of the Theorem 1 shows that for 
a sufficiently large no 
suplr.(x)-r(x)l G w.p.l., Vn~no, 
xeC 
so that we have w.p. 1. for such integers n 
inf El(4,'(Y,-~.(x))lX~=x)f(x)l>O w.p. 1. 
x~C 
because of (2.7) and " 
sup IH.(x, r.(x))- H(x, r.(x))l 
<~sup sup IH,,(x, r(x)+ t) -  H(x, r(x)+ t)l w.p. 1. 
xeC teG 
The formulas (3.11) and (3.12) immediately give the result of the second theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The result (2.13), resp. (2.14), follows immediately from the 
Lemma 2 applied to the case 
~( . , . ,  . )= 1, resp. ~/ (Y , . , - )=  Ys i~N. 
The other results are obtained by Taylor expansion, e.g. [18] giving 
sup [ER,(x)- R(x)l=O(h~) for Rs=f  and Rs = r'f ,  with S="n" or "", 
xeC 
with, for (2.16), the inequality (the argument x is omitted) 
Ir* - r*l <~ {I r~f. - Er~f,,I- Ir*lf, - Ef,,[[ + Ir~f. - r* Ef,,l}/f, 
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leading, because of the last assumption on f, to a convenient majorization of 
SUpx~c [r*(x)- r*(x)[. 
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